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CLASS –8            Computer (Final) 

  Q I)  Write down the answer in one word for the following:-                                  

a) The file extension used to save an Access 2010 project. 

b) The buttons at the bottom to navigate records in the form. 

c) The form control which does not display the data list until user clicks 

the arrow to open the list. 

d) They are the face of database application. 

e) The request about relevant information from a table. 

f) This type of network uses one cable as a main trunk to connect all the 

systems together. 

g) A unique network design in which each workstation is connected directly 

to each of the others. 

h) It has a root node and all other nodes are connected to it forming a hierarchy. 

i) The default background color of the web page. 

j) The default bullet type for the <ul> tag. 

k) The attribute used to change the styles of bullets in an unordered list. 

l) The term used to rotate, scale or skew the image. 

m) The key you will hold to constrain the selection to a perfect square 

or a circle. 

n) The color options from the tool box used to paint, fill and stroke selections. 

Q II)  Define  the  following terms:-                                                                                      

  1.Clone Stamp Tool 2)  Lasso Tools 3) Magic Wand Tool   4)  Crop Tool 

   5) Empty tags  6) container tags    7) marquee text     8 ) photoshop  

    9) forms  10) reports   11 ) star topology  12)mesh topology 13) Lan    14)NIC 

     15)Nodes 

   Q III)  Write down the full form for the following:-                                             

a) src  b) img c) href d) html e) gif    f) jpeg  g) W3C 



h)  LAN  i) WAN   j) MAN  k) PAN l) WLAN  m) WiFi   

   Q IV) Answer the following questions in short:-                                                              

      1)   What is the magic behind the Magic wand tool? 

      2)   Write a short note on anchor tag and its utility 

.      3)   What are HTML tags? 

      4)    Define Forms as database objects. 

       5)  What are Reports in MS-Access? Explain with an example.? 

      Q V) Answer the following questions:-                                                                            

1)  What is networking? Explain with some relevant examples.. 

2) What do you understand by the term Topology? 

3) Explain briefly about the different types of network technologies. 

4) What is 'Query' in terms of Ms-Access? Explain with an example. 

5) What is attributes in HTML? Explain with an example.. 

6)  Differentiate between creating queries using wizards and the design view. 

7) Explain the meaning of HTML with its features.. 

8) What is the use of Hue/Saturation option? 

9) Explain the need of selection tools in Photoshop. 

10)  What is the utility of Clone tool? 

 

Q VI) Correct the following html codes. 

    a) < img src=”picture1”> 

    b) <body backimage=”computer.jpg”> 

    c) <a href="exitpage">Click to Exit<\a> 

    d) < Title > …….<title> 

    e)  <body bgcolor=blue> 

 

                                                             


